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Permutation Representations of the Orbits of the
Automorphism Group of a Finite Module over
Discrete Valuation Ring
C.P. ANIL KUMAR
Abstract. Consider a discrete valuation ring R whose residue field is finite of cardi-
nality at least 3. For a finite torsion module, we consider transitive subsets O under
the action of the automorphism group of the module. We prove that the associated
permutation representation on the complex vector space C[O] is multiplicity free. This
is achieved by obtaining a complete description of the transitive subsets of O×O under
the diagonal action of the automorphism group.
1. Introduction
Let R be a discrete valuation ring whose maximal ideal is generated by a uniformiz-
ing element π, and which has a finite residue field Fq. Let Λ denote the set of all
sequences of symbols of the form
(λρ11 , λ
ρ2
2 , . . . , λ
ρk
k ),
where λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λk is a strictly decreasing sequence of positive integers and
ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρk are positive integers. We allow the case where k = 0, corresponding to the
empty sequence, which we denote by ∅. Every finite R-module Rλ is, up to isomorphism,
of the form
(1) Rλ = (R/π
λ1R)⊕ρ1 ⊕ (R/πλ2R)⊕ρ2 ⊕ . . .⊕ (R/πλkR)⊕ρk
for a unique λ ∈ Λ. Let Gλ denote the automorphism group of Rλ.
For a λ ∈ Λ the group Gλ acts on R
n
λ by the diagonal action
g · (x1, . . . , xn) = (g(x1), . . . , g(xn)) for xi ∈ Rλ and g ∈ Gλ.
For n = 1, this is just the action on Rλ of its automorphism group Gλ. A description
of the orbits for this group action has been available for more than a hundred years
(see Miller [5], Birkhoff [2], and Dutta-Prasad [3]).
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For n = 2 the group Gλ ⊂ Gλ×Gλ is the diagonal subgroup which acts on Rλ×Rλ.
For each orbit O there exist certain representatives e(O) called canonical forms. The
transitive subsets ofRλ under the stabilizer of e(O) have been described in [1], Theorem
27.
We obtain a description of transitive subsets for the diagonal action of Gλ on O ×
O in Theorems 15 16 17 18. We use this description to show that the permutation
representation C[O] of Gλ on an orbit O is multiplicity free.
Let R be any DVR with residue field of cardinality at least three. Let Rλ be a finite
R−module corresponding to partition (λ = λρ11 > λ
ρ2
2 > λ
ρ3
3 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ). Then we
prove the following main result on multiplicity one:
Theorem 1. With the above notations, for any orbit O of Gλ, the permutation
representation C[O] of Gλ is multiplicity free.
A more precise statement is given in Theorem 20 after introducing a combinatorial
description of the orbits.
2. Sketch of the Proof of Theorem
Let G be a finite group. For a finite G−set S consider the permutation representa-
tionC[S]. The endomorphism algebra End(C[S]) can be identified as aG−representation
algebra with the space C[S × S]. Under this correspondence the endomorphism sub-
algebra EndG(C[S]) ⊂ End(C[S]) corresponding to the trivial sub-representation can
be identified with the subspace CG[S × S] ⊂ C[S × S] of complex valued functions
on S × S which are constant on the transitive subsets of S × S. Hence there exists a
canonical basis IO for the endomorphism subalgebra EndG(C[S]) consisting of indicator
functions of these transitive subsets O of S × S. The algebra structure on the space
C[S × S] arises via convolution of functions making it a convolution algebra. To prove
that the permutation representation C[S] is multiplicity free is equivalent to proving
that the convolution algebra CG[S×S] is commutative.(See Theorems 15 16 17 18). It
is enough to prove that the convolution is commutative for the basis elements. So we
reduce the commutativity question
IO1 ∗ IO2 = IO2 ∗ IO1
of convolution of basis functions IO to a counting question of cardinality of certain sets.
Then the following two sets have the same cardinality. For every (x, y) ∈ S × S
| {z ∈ S | (x, z) ∈ O1 and (z, y) ∈ O2} |=| {z ∈ S | (x, z) ∈ O2 and (z, y) ∈ O1} | .
Here we introduce a definition.
Definition 1. We say a set S ⊂ Rλ is a valuative combinatorial set if it can be
described by valuations which have combinatorial significance. In other words S ∈ L
where L is a collection of subsets ofRλ with a suitable lattice structure (additively closed
for supremum). We also say in that case S has a valuative combinatorial description.
See the appendix section 8 for the motivation to this definition.
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Example 1. The following sets with valuative combinatorial descriptions arise nat-
urally in our study; the right hand sides introduce the notation for each of them that
we will use throughout the paper.
• (R/πnR) = Rn.
• πj(R/πnR)k = πjRkn.
• (R/πnR)− π1(R/πnR) = {u | u is a unit in R/πnR} by R∗n.
• πj(R/πnR)− πj+1(R/πnR) = {πju | u is a unit in
R/πnR} = πj{u | u is a unit in R/πnR} by πjR∗n.
• The set (R/πnR)k − π1(R/πnR)k by Rk∗n
• The set πj(R/πnR)k−πj+1(R/πnR)k = πj
(
(R/πnR)k−π1(R/πnR)k
)
by πjRk∗n .
We will crucially use the following result which was proved in [1], Theorem 27.
Let (λ = λρ11 > λ
ρ2
2 > λ
ρ3
3 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ) be a partition and Rλ the corresponding
finite R−module. For any orbit O ⊂ Rλ, and an element e in O, consider its stabilizer
(Gλ)e. Then, we have:
Theorem 2. For any l ∈ Rλ the (Gλ)e−orbit of l is isomorphic (automorphisms
and translations are allowed) to a set which has a valuative combinatorial description
for a suitable partition decomposition of λ.
See [1], Theorem 27 for a more precise version using combinatorial description of
the orbits.
For a partition λ and an orbit O in Rλ, consider the stabilizer (Gλ)e of an element e
of O. Suppose O1 ⊂ O is an orbit under this stabilizer subgroup. We know that there
is a corresponding orbit O˜ ∈ O×O for the diagonal action of Gλ. We note that O˜ can
also be obtained via canonical form e(O) instead of an arbitrary element e ∈ O. Then,
we prove the theorem:
Theorem 3. With the above notations, O˜ is a set which has a combinatorial de-
scription with some additional properties such as being valuative or having linearly
independent conditions and described componentwise with respect to the isotypic parts
of Rλ.
This theorem is restated in Theorems 15 16 17 18 more precisely. This compo-
nentwise description with respect to the isotypic parts of Rλ is usually not present in
description of stabilizer orbits in Theorem 2 because of partition decomposition of λ.
The componentwise description in Theorem 3 is useful to ease the proof of commuta-
tivity as described in the next subsection.
2.0.1. Strategy to prove Commutativity of Convolution by Counting.
Once we have the description of a transitive set in an orbit of pairsO×O for the diagonal
action of Gλ we prove commutativity of the convolution operation in the endomorphism
algebra CGλ [O ×O].
We wish to show that for two transitive sets O1,O2 of O ×O that
| {z ∈ S | (x, z) ∈ O1 and (z, y) ∈ O2} |=| {z ∈ S | (x, z) ∈ O2 and (z, y) ∈ O1} | .
For the purpose of counting we use a general section of the residue field into the
quotients of the discrete valuation ring which will just enable us to count solutions
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to the congruence equations modulo a power of the uniformizer. We do not require
additional properties of the section. This counting is done isotypic componentwise.
The Lemmas 1, 2, 3 prove the counting results needed for commutativity. Then
Theorem 19 establishes commutativity.
The following section 3 describes some preliminary results essential to state the
main results of this paper.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Fundamental Poset and Characteristic Submodules. An elaborate de-
scription of the results in this section is given in Dutta and Prasad [3].
For any module Rλ of the form given in equation (1), the Gλ-orbits in Rλ are in
bijective correspondence with a certain class of ideals in a poset P, which we call the
fundamental poset. As a set,
P = {(v, k) | k ∈ N, 0 ≤ v < k}.
The partial order on P is defined by setting
(v, l) ≤ (v′, l′) if and only if v ≥ v′ and l − v ≤ l′ − v′.
Let J(P) denote the lattice of order ideals in P. A typical element of Rλ from
equation (1) is a vector of the form
e = (eλi,ti),
where i runs over the set {1, . . . , k}, and for each i, ti runs over the set {1, . . . , ρi}. Let
valpi(eλi,ti) be the unique integer j such that eλi,ti = uπ
j for some unit u in R/πλiR. In
particular, valpi(0) = ∞. To e ∈ Rλ associate the order ideal I(e) ⊂ P generated by
the elements
( min
ti∈{1,...,ρi}
valpi(eλi,ti), λi)
for all ti and for all i such that the coordinate eλi,ti 6= 0 in R/π
λiR. The order ideal
I(0) is the empty ideal.
Consider for example, in the finite abelian p-group (or Zp-module):
(2) Rλ = Z/p
5
Z⊕ Z/p4Z⊕ Z/p4Z⊕ Z/p2Z⊕ Z/p1Z.
the order ideal I(e) of e = (0, up, p2, vp, 1), where u and v are coprime to p. It is the
ideal generated by {(1, 4), (1, 2), (0, 1)} in the fundamental poset.
A key observation of Dutta and Prasad [3] is the following theorem:
Theorem 4. Let Rλ and Rµ be two finite R-modules. An element f ∈ Rµ is a
homomorphic image of e ∈ Rλ (in other words, there exists a homomorphism φ : Rλ →
Rµ such that φ(e) = f) if and only if I(e) ⊃ I(f).
For any two elements e, f ∈ Rλ the existence of two homomorphisms, one which
takes e to f and the other which takes f to e makes e and f automorphic to each other
i.e. they lie in the same Gλ-orbit. The following establishes this partial order on the
Gλ-orbits of elements of an abelian group.
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Theorem 5. If I(e) = I(e′) for any e, e′ ∈ Rλ, then e and e
′ lie in the same
Gλ-orbit.
For each order ideal I ⊂ P, let max(I) denote its set of maximal elements. Let
J(P)λ denote the sublattice of J(P) consisting of ideals such that max(I) is contained
in the set
Pλ = {(v, l) ∈ P | l = λi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
Then the Gλ-orbits in Rλ are in bijective correspondence with the order ideals in J(P)λ.
For each order ideal I ⊂ P, we use the notation RI
∗
λ for the orbit corresponding to I
and
RI
∗
λ = {e ∈ Rλ | I(e) = I}
A convenient way to think about ideals in P is in terms of what we call their boundaries:
for each positive integer k define the boundary valuation of I at l to be
(3) ∂lI = min{v | (v, l) ∈ I}.
We denote the sequence {∂lI} of boundary valuations by ∂I and call it the boundary
of I. This is indeed the boundary of the region corresponding to the ideal I in the
fundamental poset.
The ideal I is completely determined by max(I): in fact taking I to max(I) gives a
bijection from the lattice J(P)λ to the set of antichains in Pλ.
Theorem 6. The orbits RI
∗
λ consists of elements e = (eλi,ti) such that valpi(eλi,ti)
≥ ∂λiI for all λi and ti, and such that valpi(eλi,ti) = ∂λiI for at least one ti if (∂λiI, λi) ∈
max(I).
In other words, the elements of RI
∗
λ are those elements all of whose coordinates
have valuations not less than the corresponding boundary valuation, and at least one
coordinate corresponding to each maximal element of I has valuation exactly equal to
the corresponding boundary valuation.
For each I ∈ J(P)λ, with
max(I) = {(v1, l1), . . . , (vs, ls)}
define an element e(I) of Rλ whose coordinates are given by
eλi,ti =
{
πvj if λi = lj and tj = 1
0 otherwise.
In other words, for each element (vj, lj) of max I, pick λi such that λi = lj . In the sum-
mand (R/πλiR)⊕ρi , set the first coordinate of e(I) to πvj , and the remaining coordinates
to 0.
Theorem 7. Let Rλ be a finite R-module of the type given in equation (1). The
functions for any transitive orbit O 7→ I(e) for any e ∈ O and I 7→ RI
∗
λ the orbit of
e(I) are mutually inverse bijections between the set of Gλ-orbits in Rλ and the set of
order ideals in J(P)λ.
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We shall say that an element of Rλ is a canonical form if it is equal to e(I) for some
order ideal I ∈ J(P)λ = J(Pλ).
The set of endomorphic images of elements in this orbit is a Gλ-invariant submodule
of Rλ which we denote by R
I
λ. We have
(4) RIλ =
⊔
{J∈J(P)λ|J⊂I}
RJ
∗
λ .
This submodule is a characteristic submodule as it is a union of Gλ invariant sets (a
submodule of Rλ is said to be characteristic if it is a Gλ invariant submodule of Rλ).
The description of RIλ in terms of valuations of coordinates and boundary valuations
is very simple:
(5) RIλ = {e = (eλi,ti) | valpi(eλi,ti) ≥ ∂λiI}.
The map I 7→ RIλ is not injective on J(P). It becomes injective when restricted
to J(P)λ. For example, if J is the order ideal in P generated by (2, 6), (1, 4) and
(0, 1), then the ideal J is strictly larger than the ideal I, but when Rλ is as given in
equation (2), RIλ = R
J
λ .
The Gλ-orbits in Rλ are parametrized by the finite distributive lattice J(P)λ. More-
over, each order ideal I ∈ J(P)λ gives rise to a Gλ-invariant submodule R
I
λ of Rλ. The
lattice structure of J(P)λ gets reflected in the poset structure of the submodules R
I
λ
when they are partially ordered by inclusion:
Theorem 8. Let Rλ be a finite R module as given in equation (1). The function
I 7→ RIλ, with R
I
λ as in equation (4), is a lattice isomorphism between the the set of
order ideals in J(P)λ and the set of characteristic submodules of Rλ of the form R
I
λ.
In other words, for ideals I, J ∈ J(P)λ,
RI∪Jλ = R
I
λ +R
J
λ and R
I∩J
λ = R
I
λ ∩ R
J
λ .
In fact, when Fq ∼= R/π
1R with |Fq| having at least three elements, every Gλ-invariant
submodule is of the form RIλ, therefore J(P)λ is isomorphic to the lattice of Gλ-invariant
submodules (Kerby and Rode [4]).
This is not true for q = 2. Consider the abelian group Z/23Z ⊕ Z/2Z and the
subgroup H = {(0, 0), (2, 1), 2(2, 1) = (4, 0), 3(2, 1) = (6, 1)}. This subgroup is charac-
teristic but it does not correspond to any ideal in J(P)λ where λ = (3, 1) ∈ Λ.
3.2. Stabilizer of Canonical Forms. Results in this subsection are proved elab-
orately in [1]. We introduce a decomposition of Rλ into a direct sum of two R-modules
(and this decomposition depends on the ideal I):
(6) Rλ = Rλ′ ⊕ Rλ′′ ,
where Rλ′ consists of those cyclic summands in the decomposition given in equation (1)
of Rλ where e(I) has non-zero coordinates, and Rλ′′ consists of the remaining cyclic
summands. In the example 2 and the order ideal I(e) of e = (0, up, p2, vp, 1), where u
and v are coprime to p, we have
Rλ′ = Z/p
4
Z⊕ Z/pZ, Rλ′′ = Z/p
5
Z⊕ Z/p4Z⊕ Z/p2Z.
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Let the first projection of e(I) be e(I)
′
∈ Rλ′ . The reason for introducing this decom-
position is that the description of the stabilizer of e(I)
′
in the automorphism group of
Rλ′ is quite nice:
Theorem 9. The stabilizer of e(I)
′
6= 0 in Gλ′ is
GI
λ′
= {idR
λ
′
+ n | n ∈ EndR(Rλ′ ) satisfies n(e(I)
′) = 0}.
Theorem 9 follows from the following Theorem 10.
Theorem 10. For any R-module of the form
Rµ = R/π
µ1R⊕ · · · ⊕R/πµmR,
with µ1 > · · · > µm, and x = (π
v1 , . . . , πvm) ∈ Rµ such that the set
(v1, µ1), . . . , (vm, µm)
is an antichain in P, if n ∈ EndRRµ is such that n(x) = 0, then n is nilpotent.
Every endomorphism of Rλ can be written as a matrix
(
x y
z w
)
, where x : Rλ′ →
Rλ′ , y : Rλ′′ → Rλ′ , z : Rλ′′ → Rλ′ and w : Rλ′′ → Rλ′′ are homomorphisms.
We are now ready to describe the stabilizer of e(I) in Gλ:
Theorem 11. Let
• Nλ
′
= {n ∈ EndR(Rλ′ ) | n(e(I)
′) = 0} is a nilpotent ideal in EndR(Rλ′ ).
• M(λ
′
, λ
′′
) = {z ∈ HomR(Rλ′ , Rλ′′ ) | z(e(I)
′) = 0}.
The stabilizer of e(I) in Gλ consists of matrices of the form(
idR
λ
′
+ n y
z w
)
,
where n ∈ Nλ
′
⊂ EndR(Rλ′ ), y ∈ HomR(Rλ′′ , Rλ′ ) is arbitrary, z ∈ M(λ
′
, λ
′′
) ⊂
HomR(Rλ′ , Rλ′′ ), and w ∈ Gλ′′ is invertible.
3.3. The Stabilizer GIλ Orbit of an Element in Rλ. Results in this subsection
are also proved elaborately in [1]. Let GIλ denote the stabilizer of e(I) ∈ Rλ. Write
each element m ∈ Rλ as m = (m
′, m′′) with respect to the decomposition given in
the equation (6) of Rλ. Also, for any m
′ ∈ Rλ′ , let m¯
′ denote the image of m′ in
Rλ′/Rλ′e(I)
′.
Theorem 11 allows us to describe the orbits of m under the action of GIλ, which is
the same as describing the Gλ-orbits in Rλ×Rλ whose first component lies in the orbit
RI
∗
λ of e(I).
Theorem 12. Given l and m in Rλ, l lies in the G
I
λ-orbit of m in Rλ if and only
if the following conditions hold:
• l′ ∈ m′ +R
I(m¯′)∪I(m′′)
λ′
.
• l′′ ∈ R
I(m′′)∗
λ′′
+ R
I(m¯′)
λ′′
.
(Here I(m¯′), I(m′′) are ideals in J(P)λ)
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4. Two Simple Cases
In this section we describe two simple cases when the finite torsion module is cyclic.
We begin with a remark.
Remark 1. A complex representation V of a finite group G is multiplicity free if
and only if the endomorphism algebra EndG[V ] is commutative.
Theorem 13. For λ = (n) ∈ Λ, the permutation representation of Gλ on any
Gλ-orbit R
I∗
λ in Rλ is multiplicity-free.
Proof. In this case we have that the number of orbits of the group under the
automorphism group is (n+ 1).
Ideal I Orbit RI
∗
λ R
I
λ
max I = {(j, n)} such that 0 ≤ j < n πjR∗n π
j(R/πnR)
max I = ∅ {0} 0
Consider the orbit RI
∗
λ with max(I) = {(j, n)}. For each y ∈ (R/π
n−jR)∗, let
(RI
∗
λ )
y = {(a, ya)| for all a ∈ RI
∗
λ }.
The partition of RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ into transitive subsets under the diagonal action of Gλ is
given by
RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ =
⊔
y∈(R/pin−jR)∗
(RI
∗
λ )
y.
Let Iy denote the indicator function of (R
I∗
λ )
y. Then we have Iy1∗Iy2 = Iy1y2 for all y1, y2
∈ (R/πn−jR)∗ which is obvious in this case (convolution of two lines in the plane
corresponding to (RI
∗
λ )
y1 and (RI
∗
λ )
y2 passing through the origin with slopes not in the
set {0,∞} correspond to multiplication of their slopes y1, y2). So the endomorphism
algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]) is commutative. The permutation representation on the zero
orbit is the trivial representation. Hence the permutation representation on any orbit
in the case λ = (n) ∈ Λ is multiplicity-free. 
Theorem 14. For λ = (nk) ∈ Λ with k > 1 the permutation representation of Gλ
on any Gλ-orbit R
I∗
λ in Rλ is multiplicity-free.
Proof. Here also the number of orbits of the group under the automorphism group
is (n+ 1).
Ideal I Orbit RI
∗
λ R
I
λ
max I = {(j, n)}, 0 ≤ j < n πjRk∗n π
j(R/πnR)k
max I = ∅ {0} 0
Consider the orbit RI
∗
λ with max(I) = {(j, k)}. Again for each y ∈ (R/π
n−jR)∗ we
have a transitive subset (RI
∗
λ )
y of RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ defined as (R
I∗
λ )
y = {(a, ya)| for all a ∈
RI
∗
λ }. The complement of
⋃
y∈(R/pin−jR)∗
(RI
∗
λ )
y in RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ is also a transitive set, which
we denote by Og. This is the largest transitive set which arises only when k > 1. Thus
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the decomposition of (RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ ) into transitive sets under the diagonal action of Gλ
is given by
(RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ ) = Og
⊔( ⊔
y∈(R/pin−jR)∗
(RI
∗
λ )
y
)
.
Here the transitive subsets are parametrized by the set (R/πn−jR)∗ ∪ {g}. Let Iy
denote the indicator function of (RI
∗
λ )
y. Then we have Iy1 ∗ Iy2 = Iy1y2 for all y1, y2 ∈
(R/πn−jR)∗. Let Ig denote the indicator function of Og then Ig commutes with Iy
because the indicator function of the whole set RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ commutes with Iy for each
y. So the endomorphism algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]) is commutative. The permutation
representation on the zero orbit is trivial and 1-dimensional. Hence the permutation
representation on any orbit in the case λ = (nk) ∈ Λ is multiplicity-free. 
5. Transitive Subsets in Similar Orbit of Pairs
Here we provide a general description for a transitive subset O of pairs in simi-
lar orbit RI
∗
λ of pairs R
I∗
λ × R
I∗
λ for the diagonal action of Gλ which has a bijective
correspondence with an orbit under the action of the stabilizer GIλ on R
I∗
λ using Obser-
vation 2.
First of all we observe that each orbit RI
∗
λ ⊂ Rλ intersects any isotypic part R
ρi
λi
=
(R/πλiR)ρi of Rλ in a set of the form
1. π∂λiIRρi∗λi = π
∂λiI(R/πλiR)ρi − π(∂λiI)+1(R/πλiR)ρi if (∂λiI, λi) ∈ max(I).
2. π∂λiIRρiλi = π
∂λiI(R/πλiR)ρi if (∂λiI, λi) /∈ max(I).
and moreover RI
∗
λ is the product of these intersections. We shall show in Section 6, in
Theorems 15 16 17 18 that each transitive subset O ⊂ RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ×Rλ consists a set
of ordered pairs which also has a component structure. The ith component is a subset of
π∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi if (∂λiI, λi) ∈ max(I) whereas it is a subset of π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi
if (∂λiI, λi) /∈ max(I). The component sets has the following description given below.
Moreover O is the product of these intersections of ordered pairs.
In case 1, if (∂λiI, λi) ∈ max(I)
• {(a, b) ∈ π∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | b− ay ∈ π
rRρiλi for some r > ∂λiI
and for some y ∈ R∗}
OR
• {(a, b) ∈ π∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | b− ay ∈ π
rRρi∗λi for some r ≥ ∂λiI
and for some y ∈ R∗ and π−r(b− ay)(mod π) is linearly independent with
π−∂λiIa(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi}
In case 2, if (∂λiI, λi) /∈ max(I)
• {(a, b) ∈ π∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi}(The total product set)
OR
• {(a, b) ∈ π∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | b− ay ∈ π
rRρiλi for some r > ∂λiI
and for some y ∈ R∗}
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OR
• {(a, b) ∈ π∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | b− ay ∈ π
rRρi∗λi for some r ≥ ∂λiI
and for some y ∈ R∗}
Here we note that in each case the values r, y are fixed in the description. The total
product set does not arise in case 1. In the description of the sets in second and third
parts of case 2 for some fixed unit y ∈ R∗
• Part(2):The difference b − ay should have at least a fixed higher π−valuation
r than ∂λiI which is a combinatorial set.
• Part(3):The difference b − ay can have exact π−valuation ∂λiI but then by
definition of valuation of a vector it will be a multiple of a vector which has a
unit in a component along with the exact π−valuation less than ρi which is a
again a combinatorial set. Otherwise it is a zero vector.
As an example we have seen in the single component case or cyclic module case in
Theorem 14, a description of the transitive sets in Rk∗n ×R
k∗
n for the diagonal action of
Gλ.
6. Description of Orbit of Pairs for an Ideal
Let I ∈ J(P)λ be an ideal. Let the orbit R
I∗
λ corresponding to the ideal I ∈ J(P)λ
be the box set of the form:
(7)
∏
(∂λlI,λl)/∈max(I)
π∂λlIRρlλl ×
t∏
j=1
(∂λij
I=sij
,λij
)∈max(I)
πsijR
ρij ∗
λij
where t is the cardinality of max elements corresponding to the ideal I i.e. the cardi-
nality of max(I). The following are two basic observations that are needed to state the
following theorem.
For simplicity of notation, for a positive integer k, define e+(k) to be the k-tuple
(1, 0, ...., 0) and f+(k) to be the k-tuple (1, 1, . . . , 1). Then, we observe:
Observation 1. (Characteristic forms of an element)
(a) By applying a sequence of automorphisms of Rλ we can reduce any element to
a unique characteristic form
(πr1e+(ρ1), π
r2e+(ρ2), . . . , π
rie+(ρi), . . . , π
rke+(ρk))
tr
such that ri+1 ≤ ri ≤ ri+1 + λi − λi+1 for all i.
(b) For the abelian group Rλ we can reduce any element to an alternative charac-
teristic form namely
(πr1f+(ρ1), π
r2f+(ρ2), π
r3f+(ρ3), . . . , π
rkf+(ρk))
tr
such that ri+1 ≤ ri ≤ ri+1+λi−λi+1 for all i. (See Birkhoff [2] and Miller [5]). Here
tr represents transpose of a vector.
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Observation 2. Let G be a group. Let X, Y be two G-sets. Let xi ∈ Xi and yj ∈ Yj
be a collection of representatives in their transitive subset-partitions X =
⊔
i
Xi and
Y =
⊔
j
Yj respectively. Let Gxi and Gyj be their stabilizer subgroups in G respectively.
Then there are natural bijections among the following.
• The set of G orbits in X × Y under the diagonal action of G which contain
xi in the first coordinate for some element in those orbits with the set of Gxi
orbits in Y
• The set of G orbits in X × Y under the diagonal action of G which contain yj
in the second coordinate for some element in those orbits with the set of Gyj
orbits in X
• The set of double cosets of Gxi and Gyj in G with the G-orbits of Xi × Yj.
• The set of double cosets of Gxi and Gyj in G for all i, j with the G-orbits of
X × Y
The theorem below describes transitive sets in similar orbit of pairs. Recall from
observation 24 that each element of Rλ can be transformed by automorphisms to a char-
acteristic form. For a positive integer k, let us denote by e+(k),the k-tuple (1, 0, ...., 0)
and, for k > 1, by e−(k), the (k−1)-tuple (1, 0, ...., 0). Then, we state our main theorem
in four parts, the first of which is:
Theorem 15. Let I ∈ J(P)λ be an ideal with
max I = {(sij , λij) | j = 1 to t}.
Denote by λ
′
and λ
′′
be the partitions associated to the finite modules which arise in the
decomposition( 6) of Rλ with respect to the ideal I. Consider any G
I
λ−orbit Om′,J,K =
{(l′, l′′) ∈ Rλ′ ⊕ Rλ′′ = Rλ | l
′ ∈ m′ + RJ∪K
λ
′ , l′′ ∈ RK
∗
λ
′′ + RJ
λ
′′ , I(m¯′) = J} ⊂ RI
∗
λ ⊂ Rλ.
Let x ∈ O[J∪K]
λ
′′
⊂ Rλ′′ be the characteristic element (refer part (a) of Observation 1)
given by
x = (πr1e±(ρ1), π
r2e±(ρ2), . . . , π
rke±(ρk))
tr ∈ O[J∪K]
λ
′′
⊂ Rλ′′
(tr for Transpose) which has the property that x excludes the coordinates that occur in
Rλ′ and if ρi > 1 then ri = ∂λi([J ∪K]λ′′ ).
Then there exists y = (yi1, yi2, yi3, . . . , yit) ∈ (R
∗)tr such that (after permuting coor-
dinates with respect to the decompostion of λ = λ′ ⊕ λ′′)
((πsi1yi1 , π
si2yi2, . . . , π
sityit), x) ∈ Om′,J,K ⊂ R
I∗
λ
and the transitive set O of RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ corresponding to Om′,J,K (refer Observation 2) is
O = {(a, b) = (ge = ge(I), gf) ∈ RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ × Rλ | g ∈ Gλ}.
Proof. Consider the transitive set Om′,J,K ⊂ R
I∗
λ . Let m
′ = (m′i1 , m
′
i2 , . . . , m
′
it) =
(πni1y′i1 , π
ni2y′i2 , . . . , π
nity′it) where val(m
′
il
) = nil . We modify m
′ as follows. First of
all, using Theorems 11 and 12, we note that m′il can be changed to any new element
m˜il in the coset m
′
il
+ π
∂λil
([J ]
λ
′∪[K]
λ
′ )
Rλil . Here we note that if nil > sil then ρil > 1.
This is because if ρil = 1 then since (sil, λil) ∈ max(I) this coordinate should have
exact valuation equal to sil for all the elements of the orbit corresponding to I. So
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ρil > 1. Now again since nil > sil and the valuation sil must occur somewhere again
because (sil , λil) ∈ max(I). So we should have sil = ril = ∂λil ([J ]λ′′ ∪ [K]λ′′ ) =
∂λil ([J ∪K]λ′′ ) = ∂λil ([J ∪K]λ) = ∂λil ([J ∪K]λ′ ) = ∂λil ([J ]λ′ ∪ [K]λ′ ). So we modify m
′
il
in this coset to get a new element m˜′il with valuation sil . So m˜
′ = (m˜′i1 , m˜
′
i2
, . . . , m˜′it) =
(πsi1yi1 , π
si2yi2, . . . , π
sityit) for some unit vector y = (yi1 , yi2, yi3, . . . , yit) ∈ (R
∗)tr. So if
we can take f = m˜′ ⊕ x ∈ Rλ′ ⊕ Rλ′′ = Rλ then f ∈ Om′,J,K ⊂ R
I∗
λ and O = {(a, b) =
(ge = ge(I), gf) ∈ RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ × Rλ | g ∈ Gλ} is the transitive set corresponding
to the GIλ-transitive set Om′,J,K by Observation 2. 
Using the notation of the previous Theorem 15 let
O = {(a, b) = (ge = ge(I), gf) ∈ RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ × Rλ | g ∈ Gλ}
be the transitive set corresponding to theGIλ-transitive setOm′,J,K . Let S = {i1, i2, . . . , it}
where max I = {(sil, ρil) ∈ J(P)λ | l = 1, 2, . . . , t}. Let
mil =min
(
min
j<il,j∈S
(sj + val(yj − yil)),
min
j>il,j∈S
(λil − λj + sj + val(yj − yil)),
min
j<il,j∈S,ρj>1
(rj), min
j<il,j /∈S
(rj),
min
j>il,j∈S,ρj>1
(λil − λj + rj), min
j>il,j /∈S
(λil − λj + rj)
)
Again for simplicity of notation for an integer k > 0, x, y ∈ R/πµR define t(x, y; k) to
be the k-tuple (x, y, 0, ..., 0).
Theorem 16. With these notations we have
• ail , bil ∈ (π
silR
ρil∗
λil
).
• mil > sil and exactly one of the following holds.
A. (bil − yilail) ∈ π
milR
ρil
λil
if mil ≤ ril , ρil > 1 or if ρil = 1.
B. (bil − yilail) ∈ π
rilR
ρil
λil
if mil > ril, ρil > 1 and π
−ril (bil − yilail)(mod π)
is linearly independent with π−silail(mod π) in F
ρil
q .
Proof. Here we describe the max-components of the elements in the orbit of pairs
containing (e, f). Let g ∈ Gλ be an element described as gmat below.
(8) gmat =


A11 A12π
λ1−λ2 · · · A1kπ
λ1−λk
A21 A22 · · · A2kπ
λ2−λk
...
...
. . .
...
Ak1 Ak2 · · · Akk


where each Aij is a ρi × ρj matrix of elements from R and det(Aii) is a unit in R.
Applying gmat we get the following equations for (a, b) = gmat(e = e(I), f) we have
for 1 ≤ l ≤ t
(9) ail =
∑
j<il,j∈S
Ailjπ
sje+(ρj) + Aililπ
sile+(ρil) +
∑
j>il,j∈S
Ailjπ
λil−λj+sjπsje+(ρj)
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(10)
bil =
∑
j<il,j∈S
Ailjπ
sjt(yj, π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aililπ
sil t(yil, π
ril−sil ; ρil)+
∑
j>il,j∈S
Ailjπ
λil−λj+sjt(yj, π
rj−sj ; ρj) +
∑
j<il,j /∈S
Ailjπ
rje+(ρj) +
∑
j>il,j /∈S
Ailjπ
λil−λj+rje+(ρj)
We conclude that because f ∈ RI
∗
λ and from the structure of the box set of R
I∗
λ in
equation (7) we get that for any i ∈ S = {i1, i2, . . . , it}
(11)
si1 > si2 > . . . > sit
λi1 − si1 > λi2 − si2 > . . . > λit − sit
rj ≥ sj > si for all j < i, j /∈ S and for all j < i, j ∈ S if ρj > 1
λi − λj + rj ≥ λi − λj + sj > si for all j > i, j /∈ S and for all j > i, j ∈ S if ρj > 1
Hence from equations (9) and (10) we have that ail , bil ∈ π
silRρi
∗
λil
(which automatically
holds because a, b ∈ RI
∗
λ ). In addition we also have
(12)
bil − yilail =
∑
j<il,j∈S
Ailjπ
sjt(yj − yil, π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aililπ
sil t(0, πril−sil ; ρil)
+
∑
j>il,j∈S
Ailjπ
λil−λj+sjt(yj − yil, π
rj−sj ; ρj)
+
∑
j<il,j /∈S
Ailjπ
rje+(ρj) +
∑
j>il,j /∈S
Ailjπ
λil−λj+rje+(ρj)
If we define mil as in Theorem 16 we conclude that from inequalities( 11), mil > sil
and also exactly one of the following holds.
• bil − yilail ∈ π
milR
ρil
λil
if mil ≤ ril , ρil > 1 or if ρil = 1.
• bil−yilail ∈ π
rilR
ρil
λil
if mil > ril, ρil > 1 and π
−ril (bil−yilail)(mod π) is linearly
independent with π−silail(mod π) in F
ρil
q .

Using the notation of the Theorem 15 let
O = {(a, b) = (ge = ge(I), gf) ∈ RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ × Rλ | g ∈ Gλ}
be the transitive set corresponding to theGIλ-transitive setOm′,J,K . Let S = {i1, i2, . . . , it}
where max I = {(sil, ρil) ∈ J(P)λ | l = 1, 2, . . . , t}. If i /∈ S, there exists an
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il ∈ S, ∂λiI = sil or ∂λiI = λi − λil + sil such that ai, bi ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi . Let
mi = min
(
min
j<i,j∈S
(sj + val(yj − yil)),
min
j>i,j∈S
(λi − λj + sj + val(yj − yil)),
min
j<i,j∈S,ρj>1
(rj), min
j<i,j /∈S
(rj),
min
j>i,j∈S,ρj>1
(λi − λj + rj), min
j>i,j /∈S
(λi − λj + rj)
)
Theorem 17. With these notations we have mi ≥ ∂λiI and exactly one of the
following holds.
(i). bi − yilai ∈ π
miRρiλi if ri ≥ mi > ∂λiI
(ii). bi − yilai ∈ (π
∂λi([J ]λ′′∪[K]λ′′ )Rρi∗λi ) with
mi > ri = ∂λi([J ]λ′′ ∪ [K]λ′′ ) ≥ ∂λiI
(iii). (ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi ⊕ π
∂λiIRρiλi can be any element.
Proof. Here we describe the nonmax-components of the elements in the orbit of
pairs containing (e, f). Let g ∈ Gλ be an element described as gmat below.
(13) gmat =


A11 A12π
λ1−λ2 · · · A1kπ
λ1−λk
A21 A22 · · · A2kπ
λ2−λk
...
...
. . .
...
Ak1 Ak2 · · · Akk


where each Aij is a ρi × ρj matrix of elements from R and det(Aii) is a unit in R.
Applying gmat we get the following equations for (a, b) = gmat(e = e(I), f):
we have for i /∈ S = {i1 < i2 < . . . < it} ⊂ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k}
(14) ai =
∑
j<i,j∈S
Aijπ
sje+(ρj) +
∑
j>i,j∈S
Aijπ
λi−λj+sje+(ρj)
(15)
bi =
∑
j<i,j∈S
Aijπ
sjt(yj , π
rj−sj ; ρj) +
∑
j>i,j∈S
Aijπ
λi−λj+sjt(yj, π
rj−sj ; ρj)
+
∑
j<i,j /∈S
Aijπ
rje+(ρj) + Aiiπ
rie+(ρi) +
∑
j>i,j /∈S
Aijπ
λi−λj+rje+(ρj)
Suppose il < i < il+1 if such an il and il+1 exist (otherwise either i < il+1 = i1 and il
does not exist or il = it < i and il+1 does not exist). Then we have the following cases.
1. sil < λi − λil+1 + sil+1, ∂λiI = sil
2. sil > λi − λil+1 + sil+1, ∂λiI = λi − λil+1 + sil+1
3. if i < i1 = il+1, ∂λiI = λi − λil+1 + sil+1
4. if i > it = il, ∂λiI = sil
5. sil = λi − λil+1 + sil+1 = ∂λiI
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First we note that ai, bi ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi . Let mi be as defined in the Theorem 17. Now we
analyze the valuations of the summands in the Equations 14,15 as given in the following
cases to arrive at conclusions.
Cases 1, 2, 3, 4 : ∂λiI = sil or ∂λiI = λi − λil+1 + sil+1
Let l0 be any element having the following property.
• l0 ≤ i and l0 /∈ S such that rl0 = ∂λiI
• l0 < i and l0 ∈ S with ρl0 > 1 such that rl0 = ∂λiI
• l0 > i and l0 /∈ S such that λi − λl0 + rl0 = ∂λiI
• l0 > i and l0 ∈ S with ρl0 > 1 such that λi − λl0 + rl0 = ∂λiI
(1) If there does not exist any such l0 then
• we conclude that mi > ∂λiI
• bi − yilai ∈ π
miRρiλi if ri ≥ mi
• bi − yilai ∈ π
riRρi∗λi if ri < mi
(2) If there exist unique such l0 then
• If l0 = i and rl0 = ri then
• mi > ∂λiI = rl0 = ri.
• bi − yilai ∈ π
riRρi∗λi
• If l0 6= i then (ai, bi) can be any element of π
∂λiIRρiλi ⊕ π
∂λiIRρiλi .
(3) If there exist more than one l0 then (ai, bi) can be any element of π
∂λiIRρiλi ⊕
π∂λiIRρiλi .
Case 5 : sil = λi − λil+1 + sil+1 = ∂λiI
In this case (ai, bi) can be any element of π
∂λiIRρiλi ⊕ π
∂λiIRρiλi . 
This completes half the proof which involves the description of the transitive subset
containing (e = e(I), f) in RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ .
Using the notation of Theorem 15, let
O = {(a, b) = (ge = ge(I), gf) ∈ RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ ⊂ Rλ × Rλ | g ∈ Gλ}
be the transitive set corresponding to the GIλ-transitive set Om′,J,K.
Theorem 18. Suppose the element (a, b) ∈ RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ has the same case description
as that of (e(I), f) then there exists an element g ∈ Gλ such that (a, b) = (ge(I), gf)
i.e. (a, b) ∈ O.
Proof. Now we look at the converse. Let I be the ideal with its corresponding
orbit RI
∗
λ , and associated partitions λ
′
, λ
′′
. Let Om′,J,K be the G
I
λ-transitive set and
y ∈ (R∗)k be the unit vector. These are all given as defined in Theorem 15. Let
(e, f), mi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} be also as defined in the Theorems 16 and 17. Let (a, b) ∈
RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, similar to (ei, fi), (ai, bi) also satisfies the same
one of the cases with the conditions given in the hypothesis of these cases then we
observe that there exists a g ∈ Gλ such that (ge(I), gf) = (a, b). The construction of
an invertible matrix g ∈ Gλ is done in each block row. The conditions are such that
we can perform this construction independently in each block row using appropriate
valuations and linearly independent conditions.
Let g ∈ Gλ be an element as described in equation (8).
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Suppose there exists il ∈ S such that sil < mil ≤ ril and the minimum is attained
at sj + val(yj − yil) for some j < il, j ∈ S. Also suppose (a, b) satisfies the hypothesis
of this condition i.e. bil − ailyil ∈ π
milR
ρil
λi
. This occurs in Case A of Theorem 16. We
determine the ithl block row of g ∈ Gλ as follows. Set Ailp = 0 for p 6= il and p 6= j. To
determine Ailj and Ailil we solve the equations.
Ailjπ
sje+(ρj) + Aililπ
sile+(ρil) = ail .
Ailjπ
sjt(yj , π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aililπ
sil t(yil, π
ril−sil ; ρil) = bil .
Ailjπ
sjt(yj − yil, π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aililt(0, π
ril ; ρil) = bil − ailyil = π
milC
for some column vector C ∈ R
ρil
λil
.
Let (yj − yil)π
sj = πmily′ for some unit y′ ∈ R. Let C1ilj, C
2
ilj
, C1ilil , C
2
ilil
denote the
first and second columns of Ailj , Ailil respectively. Choose C
2
ilil
to be any vector in
(R/πλilR)ρil such that C2ilil(mod π) is linearly independent from π
−silail(mod π).
Choose Cpilj = 0 for p > 2. We get the following equations for the columns.
πsjC1ilj + π
silC1ilil = ail.
y′πmilC1ilj + π
rjC2ilj + π
rilC2ilil = π
milC.
Choose C2ilj = 0 and solving for C
1
ilj
and then for C1ilil we get C
1
ilj
= (y′)−1(C −
πril−milC2ilil) and C
1
ilil
= π−silail − π
sj−silC1ilj. Since sj > sil, C
1
ilil
≡ π−silail(mod π)
and is linearly independent from C2ilil(mod π). Now extend the columns of Ailil to a
matrix such that Ailil(mod π) is invertible.
Suppose there exists il ∈ S such that mil > ril ≥ sil. Also suppose (a, b) satisfies
the hypothesis of this condition i.e. bil−ailyil ∈ π
rilR
ρil
λil
and π−ril (bil−yilail)(mod π) is
linearly independent with π−silail(mod π). This occurs in Case B of Theorem 16. We
determine the ithl block row of g ∈ Gλ as follows. Set Ailp = 0 for p 6= il. To determine
Ailil we solve the equations.
Aililπ
sile+(ρil) = ail.
Aililπ
sil t(yil, π
ril−sil ; ρil) = bil .
Aililt(0, π
ril ; ρil) = bil − ailyil = π
rilC
for some column vector C ∈ R
ρil∗
λil
.
Let C1ilil , C
2
ilil
denote the first and second columns of Ailil respectively. Choose C
1
ilil
to
be π−silail and C
2
ilil
to be the vector π−ril (bil− yilail) ∈ R
ρil
λil
. Then we have the linearly
independent condition satisfied for Ailil and extend the columns of Ailil such that the
matrix Ailil(mod π) is invertible.
Now suppose there exists an i /∈ S and il < i < il+1 such that ri ≥ mi > ∂λiI and
the minimum is attained at sj + val(yj − yil) for some j < il, j ∈ S. Also suppose (a, b)
satisfies the hypothesis of this condition i.e. bi− aiyi ∈ π
miRρiλi . This occurs in Case (i)
of Theorem 17. We determine the ith block row of g ∈ Gλ as follows. Set Aip = 0 for
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p 6= il, j, i. To determine Aij, Aiil , Aii we solve the equations.
Aijπ
sje+(ρj) + Aiilπ
sile+(ρil) = ai.
Aijπ
sjt(yj, π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aiilπ
sil t(yil, π
ril−sil ; ρil) + Aiiπ
rie+(ρi) = bi.
Aijπ
sjt(yj − yil, π
rj−sj ; ρj) + Aiilt(0, π
ril ; ρil) + Aiiπ
rie+(ρi) = bi − aiyil = π
miC
for some column vector C ∈ Rρiλi .
Let (yj−yil)π
sj = πmiy′ for some unit y′ ∈ R. Let C1iil, C
2
iil
, C1ilj , C
2
ilj
, C1ii denote the first
and second columns of Aiil , Aij and first column of Aii respectively. Set the columns
Cpij = C
p
iil
= 0 for p > 2. Choose C1ii to be any vector in R
ρi∗
λi
. Now extend the columns
of Aii to a matrix such that Aii(mod π) is invertible. We get the following equations
for the columns.
πsjC1ij + π
silC1iil = ai.
y′πmiC1ij + π
rjC2ij + π
rilC2iil + π
riC1ii = π
miC.
Choose C2ij = C
2
iil
= 0 and solving for C1ij and then for C
1
iil
we get C1ij = (y
′)−1(C −
πri−miC1ii) and C
1
iil
= π−silai − π
sj−silC1ij.
The rest of the cases are similar. This completes the proof of Theorem 18. 
Example 2. Here is an example that describes the orbit of pairs in the two com-
ponent case. Consider the finite module Rl ⊕ Rk with k < l and without multiplicity
corresponding to the partition λ = (l1, k1) ∈ Λ. Consider the orbit RI
∗
λ ⊂ Rl⊕Rk of the
non-principal ideal I with max(I) = {(s+r, l), (s, k)} ∈ P. Hence RI
∗
λ = π
s+rR∗l ×π
sR∗k
with 0 < r < l − k. The transitive subsets of RI
∗
λ × R
I∗
λ under the diagonal action Gλ
is given as follows. Given two units y and x in R∗, the transitive subset
Iy,x = {((π
r+su, πsw), (πr+su
′
, πsw
′
)) | u, u
′
, w, w
′
are units and
(πr+su
′
− πr+suy, πsw
′
− πswx) ∈ πl−k+s+tRl ⊕ π
r+s+tRk} where t‖(x− y).
Similarly the ordered pairs {(y, x) ∈ R∗l−k−r+t ⊕ R
∗
r+t} is the parameter group which is
independent of the shift parameter s.
7. Commutativity
Let RI
∗
λ ⊂ Rλ be an orbit under the action of Gλ. The multiplication in the
endomorphism algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]) is given by convolution. We prove commutativity
of this convolution here.
For j = 1, 2 let Oj ⊂ R
I∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ denote two transitive sets. Let IO1 and IO2 denote
the indicator functions of these two orbits. Suppose (α, β) ∈ R2λ be an element. Then
IO1 ∗ IO2(α, β) =
∑
γ∈Rλ
IO1(α, γ)IO2(γ, β) and IO2 ∗ IO1(α, β) =
∑
δ∈Rλ
IO2(α, δ)IO1(δ, β).
To prove commutativity we need to prove that the existence of an element γ ∈ Rλ such
that IO1(α, γ) = 1 = IO2(γ, β) is equivalent to the existence of an element δ ∈ Rλ such
that IO2(α, δ) = 1 = IO1(δ, β) and that the number of solutions for γ to the equations
(16)
IO1(α, γ) = 1
IO2(γ, β) = 1
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is equal to the number of solutions for δ to the equations
(17)
IO2(α, δ) = 1
IO1(δ, β) = 1
We prove this componentwise for IO1 and IO2 corresponding to each isotypic component
Rρiλi of Rλ.
First we prove a simple lemma on counting number of solutions to certain congru-
ences with certain conditions.
Lemma 1. Let y, y
′
∈ An,k = R
k
n and r, r
′
∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}. Let A∗n,k denote the set
An,k − πAn,k. Then
(1) |(y + πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
A∗n,k)| = |(y
′
+ πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y + π
r
′
A∗n,k)|
If the intersection of the left hand side is non-empty then
|((y + πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
A∗n,k))| =

q(n−r−1)k(qk − 1) for r > r
′
q(n−r−1)k(qk − 1) if y − y′ ∈ π(r+1)An,k, r = r
′
q(n−r−1)k(qk − 2) if y − y′ ∈ πrA∗n,k, r = r
′
(2) |(y + πrAn,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
An,k)| = |(y
′
+ πrAn,k) ∩ (y + π
r
′
An,k)|
If the intersection of the left hand side is non-empty then
|((y + πrAn,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
An,k))| = q
(n−r)k.
(3) |(y + πrAn,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
A∗n,k)| = |(y
′
+ πrAn,k) ∩ (y + π
r
′
A∗n,k)|
If the intersection of the left hand side is non-empty then
|(y + πrAn,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
A∗n,k)| ={
q(n−r)k for r > r
′
q(n−r
′−1)k(qk − 1) if r ≤ r
′
Proof. Suppose r ≥ r
′
we produce a bijection between the sets (y+πrA∗n,k)∩(y
′
+
πr
′
A∗n,k) and (y
′
+ πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y + π
r
′
A∗n,k) as follows. Let
(y + πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y
′
+ πr
′
A∗n,k)
x=y+pira1=y
′+pir
′
a2
←→ B ⊂ A∗n−r,k ×A
∗
n−r′ ,k
(a1,a2)
←−
−→ B
′
⊂ A∗n−r,k ×A
∗
n−r′ ,k
(b1,b2)=(a1,−a2+2a1pir−r
′
)
←→ (y
′
+ πrA∗n,k) ∩ (y + π
r
′
A∗n,k)
z=y
′
+pirb1=y+pir
′
b2
.
Here we observe that the middle bijection extends to an automorphism as given
below (
Ik 0k
2πr−r
′
Ik −Ik
)
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of the finite torsion module An−r,k × An−r′ ,k = Rλ for λ = ((n − r)
k, (n − r
′
)k) ∈ Λ.
This proves the equality of the cardinality of sets in case 1.
Now we note that the existence of a solution to the congruences
x ≡ y (mod πr)
x ≡ y′ (mod πr
′
)
with conditions
x− y ∈ πrA∗n,k
x− y′ ∈ πr
′
A∗n,k
is equivalent to existence of a solution to the congruences
x ≡ y (mod πr
′
)
x ≡ y′ (mod πr)
with conditions
x− y ∈ πr
′
A∗n,k
x− y′ ∈ πrA∗n,k.
To exactly find the cardinality of the number of solutions, we use standard filtrations
of R/πnR and deduce that the number of solutions to both these sets of equations with
the respective given conditions is

q(n−r−1)k(qk − 1) if r > r′
q(n−r
′−1)k(qk − 1) if r′ > r
q(n−r−1)k(qk − 1) if r = r′ and y − y′ ∈ π(r+1)An,k
q(n−r−1)k(qk − 2) if r = r′ and y − y′ ∈ πrA∗n,k
The other cases (2) and (3) are similar. 
Definition 2. Let 0 6= x ∈ Fnq and S ⊂ F
n
q . We say S ⊂ F
n
q is linearly independent
to x, if x /∈ S and the set {s, x} is linearly independent for all s ∈ S. Let x, y ∈ Fnq
with x 6= y we say x is linearly independent with y again if the set {x, y} is linearly
independent.
Lemma 2. Let x be a nonzero vector in Fkq . Let R be a discrete valuation ring with
a uniformizing parameter π. Denote by S ⊂ Rkn the set consisting of k-tuples such that
S(mod π) is a set of vectors in Fkq linearly independent to x. Let a, b ∈ R
k
n be two
elements such that a ≡ b(mod πr) where 0 ≤ r < n. Consider the equations
(18)
e ≡ a (mod πr)
e ≡ b (mod πr)
with conditions
(19)
π−r(e− a) ∈ S
π−r(e− b) ∈ S
If there exists a solution to equations (18) satisfying conditions (19), then the total
number of such solutions is
{
qk(n−r−1)(qk − 2q) if π−r(a− b) ∈ S
qk(n−r−1)(qk − q) if π−r(a− b) /∈ S
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Proof. Since R/πR ∼=φ Fq. Let t
k : Rk −→ Fkq with t
k = φk o qk where q : R −→
(R/πR) be the quotient map. Let sk : Fkq −→ R
k be any section. Then given any
element c ∈ Rkn there exists a unique set {c0, c1, c2, ..., cn−1} of vectors in F
k
q such that
(20) c = sk(c0) + s
k(c1)π + s
k(c2)π
2 + ...+ sk(cn−1)π
n−1
with condition
(21) tk(sk(ci)) = ci for all i = 0, 1, 2, ..., (n− 1)
Let
(22)
a =sk(a0) + s
k(a1)π + s
k(a2)π
2 + ...+ sk(an−1)π
n−1
b =sk(b0) + s
k(b1)π + s
k(b2)π
2 + ...+ sk(bn−1)π
n−1
Since a solution to equations (18) satisfying conditions (19) exists, we have
a ≡ b(mod πr) and hence
ai = bi ∈ F
k
q for all i = 0, 1, 2, ..., (r− 1)
The conditions (19) implies that we need to count the number of solutions e ∈ Rkn such
that the vectors
ei = ai = bi for 0 ≤ i ≤ (r − 1).
er − ar, er − br each of which is linearly independent with x.
ei can be any element in F
k
q for r + 1 ≤ i < n.
Suppose ar − br /∈ S. Then {ar + ǫx | ǫ ∈ Fq} = {br + ǫx | ǫ ∈ Fq}. So the number
of such solutions e ∈ Rkn in this case is q
(n−r−1)k(qk − q). Suppose ar − br ∈ S. Then
{ar + ǫx | ǫ ∈ Fq} ∩ {br + ǫx | ǫ ∈ Fq} = ∅. So the number of such solutions e ∈ R
k
n in
this case is q(n−r−1)k(qk − 2q). 
Lemma 3. Let s, r1, r2 be nonnegative integers such that s ≤ r1, s ≤ r2, s ≤ t. Let
a, b ∈ πsRρ∗t . Let y1, y2 be two units in R
∗. Suppose the residue field Fq ∼= R/π
1R has
at least three elements or the multiplicity ρ is > 2. Then the number of solutions for
e ∈ πsRρ∗t to the congruences
(23)
b ≡ ey2 (mod π
r2)
e ≡ ay1 (mod π
r1)
with conditions
(24)
{π−r2(b− ey2) (mod π), π
−se (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
{π−r1(e− ay1) (mod π), π
−sa (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
is the same as the number of solutions for e ∈ πsRρ∗t to the congruences
(25)
b ≡ ey1 (mod π
r1)
e ≡ ay2 (mod π
r2)
with conditions
(26)
{π−r1(b− ey1) (mod π), π
−se (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
{π−r2(e− ay2) (mod π), π
−sa (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
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Also the number of solutions for e ∈ πsRρ∗t to the congruences
(27)
b ≡ ey2 (mod π
r2)
e ≡ ay1 (mod π
r1)
with conditions
(28) {π−r2(b− ey2) (mod π), π
−se (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
is the same as the number of solutions for e ∈ πsRρ∗t to the congruences
(29)
b ≡ ey1 (mod π
r1)
e ≡ ay2 (mod π
r2)
with conditions
(30) {π−r2(e− ay2) (mod π), π
−sa (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
Proof. First let us look at the congruence equations (23) with conditions (24)
and congruence equations (25) with conditions (26). Without loss of generality, let
s ≤ r1 ≤ r2. Existence of such a solution e in any of the equations implies
(31) b ≡ ay1y2 (mod π
r1)
and if r1 < r2 then we also have
(32) {π−r1(b− ay1y2) (mod π), π
−se (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
If there exists an element e satisfying equation (23) and condition (24) then we choose
e˜ = ay2 + π
r2α (mod πt) for some α ∈ Rρ such that
• α (mod π) is linearly independent with π−sa (mod π) in Fρq .
• (π−r1(b−ay1y2)−π
r2−r1(y1α) (mod π
t)) (mod π) is linearly independent with
π−sa (mod π) in Fρq
Existence of such an α in the case when
• r1 = r2
• π−r1(b− ay1y2) is linearly independent with π
−sa (mod π) in Fρq
• The residue field R/πR ∼= Fq has exactly two elements
requires that the multiplicity ρ must be > 2. This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to
equation (25) satisfying the condition (26).
Conversely if there exists an element e satisfying equation (25) and condition (26)
then we choose e˜ = by−12 + π
r2y−12 α (mod π
t) for some α ∈ Rρ such that
• α (mod π) is linearly independent with π−sa (mod π) in Fρq .
• (π−r1(by−12 − ay1) + π
r2−r1(y−12 α) (mod π
t)) (mod π) is linearly independent
with π−sa (mod π) in Fρq
Again existence of such an α in the case when
• r1 = r2
• π−r1(by−12 − ay1) is linearly independent with π
−sa (mod π) in Fρq
• The residue field R/πR ∼= Fq has exactly two elements
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requires that the multiplicity ρ must be > 2.
This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to equation (23) satisfying the condition (24).
To exactly count the cardinality of the number of solutions, we use standard filtra-
tions of Rn and deduce that the number of solutions e ∈ R
ρ
t to the set of equations (23)
satisfying the conditions (24) is same as the number of solutions e ∈ Rρt to the set of
equations (25) satisfying the conditions (26) and it is given by
• qρ(t−r2−1)(qρ − q) if s ≤ r1 < r2
• |(ay1y2 + π
r1=r2S) ∩ (b + πr1=r2S)| if s < r1 = r2 where S ⊂ R
ρ
t is a set such
that S (mod π) is a set of vectors each of which is linearly independent to
π−sa (mod π) in Fρq . This cardinality can be easily calculated to be{
qρ(t−r−1)(qρ − 2q) if (ay1y2 − b) ∈ π
rS where r = r1 = r2.
qρ(t−r−1)(qρ − q) if (ay1y2 − b) /∈ π
rS where r = r1 = r2.
• Cardinality of the set {e ∈ πsRρt | π
−se (mod π) is linearly independent to
both π−sa (mod π) and π−sb (mod π) in Fρq} if s = r1 = r2. Again this
cardinality can be easily calculated to be qρ(t−s−1)(qρ − 2q + 1).
The proof of the cardinalities of the number of solutions is similar to the one given
in Lemma 2.
Now let us look at the congruence equations (27) with conditions (28) and congru-
ence equations (29) with conditions (30). Existence of such a solution e in any of these
congruence equations implies
• If r1 ≤ r2 then
(33) b ≡ ay1y2 (mod π
r1)
• If r1 > r2 then
(34) b ≡ ay1y2 (mod π
r2)
and
(35) {π−r2(b− ay1y2) (mod π), π
−sa (mod π)} are linearly independent in Fρq
Suppose r1 ≤ r2. If there exists an element e satisfying equation (27) and condition (28)
then we choose e˜ = ay2 + π
r2α (mod πt) for some α ∈ Rρ such that
• α (mod π) is linearly independent with π−sa (mod π) in Fρq .
This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to equation (29) satisfying the condition (30).
Conversely if there exists an element e satisfying equation (29) and condition (30)
then we choose e˜ = by−12 + π
r2y−12 α (mod π
t) for some α ∈ Rρ such that
• α (mod π) is linearly independent with π−sa (mod π) in Fρq .
This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to equation (27) satisfying the condition (28).
Suppose r1 > r2. If there exists an element e satisfying equation (27) and condition (28)
then choose e˜ = by−11 . This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to equation (29) satisfying
the condition (30).
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Conversely if there exists an element e satisfying equation (29) and condition (30)
then we choose e˜ = ay1. This element e˜ gives rise to a solution to equation (27)
satisfying the condition (28).
To exactly count the cardinality of the number of solutions, we use standard filtra-
tions of Rn and deduce that the number of solutions e ∈ R
ρ
t to the set of equations (27)
satisfying the conditions (28) is same as the number of solutions e ∈ Rρt to the set of
equations (29) satisfying the conditions (30) and it is given by
• qρ(t−r2−1)(qρ − q) if s ≤ r1 < r2
• qρ(t−r1) if s ≤ r2 < r1
• |(ay1y2 + π
r1=r2Rρt ∩ (b + π
r1=r2S)| = |(ay1y2 + π
r1=r2S ∩ (b + πr1=r2Rρt )| if
s < r1 = r2 where S ⊂ R
ρ
t is a set such that S (mod π) is a set of vectors
linearly independent to π−sa (mod π) in Fρq . This cardinality can be easily
calculated to be qρ(t−r−1)(qρ − q) where r = r1 = r2.
• Cardinality of the set {e ∈ πsRρt | π
−se (mod π) is linearly independent to
π−sa (mod π) in Fρq} = Cardinality of the set {e ∈ π
sRρt | π
−se (mod π)
is linearly independent to π−sb (mod π) in Fρq} if s = r1 = r2 Again this
cardinality can be easily calculated and it is qρ(t−s−1)(qρ − q).
Again the proof of the cardinalities of the number of solutions is similar to the one
given in Lemma 2. 
Now we can prove the commutativity of the convolution in the endomorphism al-
gebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]).
Theorem 19. Let (λ = λρ11 > λ
ρ2
2 > λ
ρ3
3 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ) be a partition. Let Rλ be the
corresponding finite R-module. Let Gλ be its automorphism group. Let I be an ideal
in J(P)λ. Suppose Fq ∼= R/πR has at least three elements. Then the endomorphism
algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]) is commutative.
Proof. For j = 1, 2 let Oj ⊂ R
I∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ denote two transitive sets. Let (a, b) ∈ R
2
λ.
Then IO1 ∗ IO2(a, b) = 0 = IO2 ∗ IO1(a, b) if (a, b) /∈ R
I∗
λ × R
I∗
λ . So assume (a, b) ∈
RI
∗
λ ×R
I∗
λ .
Now suppose (∂λiI, λi) ∈ max(I). Then the i
th-component of orbit of pair corre-
sponding to the ith-component π∂λiIRρi∗λi of the orbit R
I∗
λ is given by
A. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ (π
∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | bi − aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi for some ri1 >
∂λiI and for some y1 ∈ R
∗}
OR
B. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | bi − aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρi∗λi for some ri1 ≥
∂λiI and for some y1 ∈ R
∗ and π−ri1(bi − aiy1)(mod π)
is linearly independent with π−∂λiIai(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi}
and
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a. (O2)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | bi − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi for some ri2 >
∂λiI and for some y2 ∈ R
∗}
OR
b. (O2)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρi∗λi × π
∂λiIRρi∗λi | bi − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρi∗λi for some ri2 ≥
∂λiIand for some y2 ∈ R
∗ and π−ri2(bi − aiy2)(mod π)
is linearly independent with π−∂λiIai(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi}
Consider case A and case a. From the Lemma 1 the number of solutions ei ∈
π∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei−aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi and bi−eiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi is the same as the number
of solutions ei ∈ π
∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi and bi − eiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi .
Consider case B and case a. From the Lemma 3 the number of solutions ei ∈
π∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei−aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi , π
−ri1(ei−aiy1)(mod π) is linearly independent with
π−∂λiIai(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi and bi−eiy2 ∈ π
ri2(Rρiλi is the same as the number of solutions
ei ∈ π
∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi and bi − eiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi ,
π−ri1(bi − eiy1)(mod π) is linearly independent with π
−∂λiIei(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi .
Consider case A and case b. This case is similar to the above case B and case a.
Consider case B and case b. Again from the Lemma 3 the number of solutions ei ∈
π∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei−aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi , π
−ri1(ei−aiy1)(mod π) is linearly independent with
π−∂λiIai(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi and bi − eiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi , π
−ri2(bi − eiy2)(mod π) is linearly
independent with π−∂λiIei(mod π)in (Fq)
ρi is the same as the number of solutions ei ∈
π∂λiIRρi∗λi such that ei−aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi , π
−ri2(ei−aiy2)(mod π) is linearly independent with
π−∂λiIai(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi and bi − eiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi , π
−ri1(bi − eiy1)(mod π)
is linearly independent with π−∂λiIei(mod π) in (Fq)
ρi.
Now suppose (∂λiI, λi) /∈ max(I). Then the i
th-component of orbit of pair corre-
sponding to the ith-component π∂λiIRρiλi of the orbit R
I∗
λ is given by
A. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi}
OR
B. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | bi − aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρiλi for some ri1 >
∂λiI and for some y1 ∈ R
∗}
OR
C. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ (π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | bi − aiy1 ∈ π
ri1Rρi∗λi for some ri1 ≥
∂λiI and for some y1 ∈ R
∗}
and
a. (O2)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi}
OR
b. (O2)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | bi − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρiλi for some ri2 >
∂λiI and for some y2 ∈ R
∗} OR
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c. (O1)λi = {(ai, bi) ∈ π
∂λiIRρiλi × π
∂λiIRρiλi | bi − aiy2 ∈ π
ri2Rρi∗λi for some ri2 ≥
∂λiI and for some y2 ∈ R
∗}
Here in all pairs of the cases {A,B,C} × {a, b, c}, we have from the Lemma 1, the
number of solutions ei in both way convolutions agree for each pair.
Hence IO1 ∗ IO2(a, b) = IO2 ∗ IO1(a, b) for all (a, b) ∈ R
2
λ and the endomorphism
algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ]) is commutative. 
Now we state the theorem regarding the multiplicity free nature of the permutation
representation.
Theorem 20. Let (λ = λρ11 > λ
ρ2
2 > λ
ρ3
3 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ) be a partition. Let Rλ be
the corresponding finite R-module. Let Gλ be its automorphism group. Let I be an
ideal in J(P)λ. Suppose Fq ∼= R/πR has at least three elements. Then the permutation
representation C[RI
∗
λ ] of Gλ is multiplicity-free.
Proof. From Theorem 19, we observe that the endomorphism algebra EndGλ(C[R
I∗
λ ])
is commutative. So it follows that the permutation representation C[RI
∗
λ ] of Gλ is
multiplicity-free. 
8. Appendix
Let Rλ denote the abelian group corresponding to the partition (λ = λ
ρ1
1 > λ
ρ2
2 >
λρ33 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ). In this section we prove the existence of a certain combinatorial lattice
structure among certain B−valued subsets of Rλ defined below in order to motivate
Definition 1. This is a bigger lattice (additively closed for supremum) when compared
to the lattice of characteristic subgroups of abelian p−groups for p > 2.
Definition 3 (B-Val). Let B = {0, 1} ⊂ N ∪ {0}. A B-val a is an element of⋃
l∈N
{0, 1}l.
Definition 4 (B-Set). Fix an odd prime p in this article. Let Rλ denote the
abelian group corresponding to the partition (λ = λρ11 > λ
ρ2
2 > λ
ρ3
3 > . . . > λ
ρk
k ). Let
(r1, r2, . . . , rk) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , λ1}×{1, 2, . . . , λ2}×. . . {1, 2, . . . , λk} and a = (a1, a2, . . . , ak)
∈ {0, 1}k. Define a B − set denoted by I(r, a) as the subset
k∏
i=1
pri(Rρiλi)
ai of the abelian
group Rλ where p
r(Rρµ)
0 = pr(Z/pµZ)ρ and pr(Rρµ)
1 = pr
(
(Z/pµZ)ρ\p(Z/pµZ)ρ
)
.
Definition 5. Let L be a collection of subsets of Rλ. Define a lattice structure
as follows. Let L1, L2 ∈ L then L1 ∧ L2 is an element of L which is the biggest set in
L which is contained in L1 and L2. Define L1 ∨ L2 to be the smallest set in L that
contains L1 + L2. We note that L1 + L2 = {l1 + l2 ∈ Rλ | l1 ∈ L1 ⊂ Rλ, l2 ∈ L2 ⊂ Rλ}.
Remark 2. In the case when the lattice L is the lattice of characteristic subgroups
this definition is not needed as any subgroup L which contains two groups L1, L2 as
subgroups also contains the group L1 + L2 generated by both of them. i.e. Note the
least upper bound(supremum) is additively closed instead of just closed under the set
union.
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Also we note that the lattice of characteristic subgroups has two way distributivity
(L1 ∨ L2) ∧ L3 = (L1 ∧ L3) ∨ (L2 ∧ L3), (L1 ∧ L2) ∨ L3 = (L1 ∨ L3) ∧ (L2 ∨ L3). This is
because of the following identities. For any real numbers r, s, t we have
max(min(r, s), t) = min(max(r, t), max(s, t))
min(max(r, s), t) = max(min(r, t), min(s, t))
The following two lemmas prove that the set of all such B−valued subsets is a lattice
with respect to the definition 5.
Lemma 4. I(r, a) ∩ I(s, b) =


I(r ∪ s, a+ b− ab)
∅ if there exists i such that ri < si, ai = 1
or si < ri, bi = 1.
where ab = (a1b1, . . . , akbk) and r ∪ s = (max(ri, si) : i = 1, 2, . . . , k).
Proof. Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k}. If ri = si then
• priRρi∗λi ∩ p
siRρi∗λi = p
ri=siRρi∗λi .
• priRρiλi ∩ p
siRρi∗λi = p
ri=siRρi∗λi .
• priRρi∗λi ∩ p
siRρiλi = p
ri=siRρi∗λi .
• priRρiλi ∩ p
siRρiλi = p
ri=siRρiλi .
If ri 6= si then assume without loss of generality ri < ri + 1 ≤ si.
• priRρi∗λi ∩ p
siRρi∗λi = ∅.
• priRρiλi ∩ p
siRρi∗λi = p
siRρi∗λi .
• priRρi∗λi ∩ p
siRρiλi = ∅.
• priRρiλi ∩ p
siRρiλi = p
siRρiλi .
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5 (Sum of Two B-Sets Lemma). Let I(r, a), I(s, b) denote two B-subsets of
Rλ with B-val a, b. Then I(r, a) + I(s, b) is a B-set. The B-val associated to the B-set
I(r, a) + I(s, b) is given by c = 1/2((a+ b)sgn(r − s)− (a− b))sgn(r − s). The B-set
I(r, a) + I(s, b) = I(r ∩ s, c) where r ∩ s = (min(ri, si) : i = 1, 2, . . . , k).
Proof. We have that p is an odd prime. Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k}. If ri = si then
• priRρi∗λi + p
siRρi∗λi = p
ri=siRρiλi , p is an odd prime.
• priRρiλi + p
siRρi∗λi = p
ri=siRρiλi .
• priRρi∗λi + p
siRρiλi = p
ri=siRρiλi .
• priRρiλi + p
siRρiλi = p
ri=siRρiλi .
If ri 6= si then assume without loss of generality ri < ri + 1 ≤ si.
• priRρi∗λi + p
siRρi∗λi = p
riRρi∗λi .
• priRρiλi + p
siRρi∗λi = p
riRρiλi .
• priRρi∗λi + p
siRρiλi = p
riRρi∗λi .
• priRρiλi + p
siRρiλi = p
riRρiλi .
Here sgn(ri − si) = +1, 0,−1 according as ri > si, ri = si, ri < si respectively and
sgn(r − s) = (sgn(ri − si) | i = 1, 2, . . . , k). Now the sum set equality
I(r, a) + I(s, b) = I(r ∩ s, c).
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